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Tyre Care Guide 

At PPS we provide all customers with a Tyre Care Guide that allows you to understand the common problems affecting your tyre 

wear and performance. Please read this guide to understand the problems of poor maintenance and learn how you can improve 

the performance and safety of your vehicle.  

Wheel alignment (tracking)- 

For your tyres to wear evenly, wheel alignment should be checked and aligned accordingly. Signs of miss aligned wheels could 

be excessive tyre wear on one side of the tyre i.e.-outside edge or inside edge. Other signs can be that your steering wheel is not 

straight when driving in a straight line and the car could feel like it is pulling (note-this could also be due to tyre damage or under 

inflated tyres). Wheel alignment should be checked regularly for optimum performance and safety, but also to prolong the life of 

your tyres. We charge £20 for wheel alignment. 

Wheel  balancing- 

It is important to have your wheels balanced properly as it stops your steering wheel from shaking when driving at high speeds. 

This enhancing the safety and performance of your vehicle. Please note that a faulty tyre or wheel could also make your steering 

wheel shake and therefore it is important to have the wheels and tyres checked so we can advise accordingly. We charge £4 per 

wheel for balancing. 

Tyre inflation/pressures- 

Under inflation most commonly reduces the vehicle’s handling capabilities and can make a vehicle’s steering seem heavy or pull 

to one side, it can also lead to under steer or over steer and decrease the vehicle’s ability to brake.  Under inflation can cause 

the sides of the tyre to wear much more than the middle over a long period of time and can also cause a tyre to weaken 

therefore increasing the risk of a blow out or unrepairable damage to the tyre’s sidewall.  

Over inflation also reduces the vehicle’s handling and braking capabilities, but can also increase the chances of aquaplaning. 

Over inflation can also cause the centre of the tyre to wear much quicker and therefore cause uneven wear. We can check your 

tyre pressures for free!  

Your tyres could be losing air due to there being nails(other sharp objects) in the tyre itself or the tyre could be leaking air from 

the tyre bead that seals the tyre onto the wheel. If your tyre is losing air then please feel free to bring the vehicle to the garage 

where we can find the cause and repair. Puncture repairs from £10 which also includes the balancing of the wheel. 

Tyre damage- 

Tyres should be checked regularly for any damage: this could be bulges, nails in the tyre, severe cracking, tears, or weakened 

side walls. If you notice any of these problems, please feel free to bring your vehicle to the garage where we can access the 

damage and advise accordingly. We can check for any damage free of charge. 

Please note- the information above is used as a guideline only and should not be used to diagnose or treat problems with 

your vehicle. If you notice any problems outlined above, please bring your vehicle to the garage where we can professionally 

diagnose and repair/replace accordingly. 

Call today on 01204 396 996 


